
HELIOSHELIOS  HDHD
Powerful  SuspensionPowerful  Suspension

Car TransportableCar Transportable
-All round ultra-comfort suspension

-Heavy duty motor with 26 stone 
capacity

-Easy access tiller charger & 
powerful LED light 

-Tackles inclines & hills with ease



Model Helios HD

Maximum Speed 4mph

Maximum Range 16 miles

Battery Type Standard (2x12V 22Ah AGM)

Maximum User Weight 26 stone

Heaviest Part 18kg

Total Weight (without batteries) 46.7kg

Total Weight (with batteries) 63kg

Overall Length 120cm (41”)

Overall Width 54cm (19”)

Overall Height 94cm (36”)

Folder Height (tiller down/seat off ) 47cm (18”)

Maximum Climbing Gradient 12°

Minimum Turning Radius 154cm (54”)

Ground Clearance (mid frame) 9cm (3.5”)

Seat Type Deluxe Adjustable

Seat Width 46cm (18”)

Seat Height 44-50cm

Front Tyre 23cm (7.5”) Puncture Proof

Rear Tyre 23cm(7.5”) Puncture Proof

Suspension Adjustable Front & Rear

Lights LED Front

Charger 2 Amp

Charger Type Tiller/Battery Pack

Helios HDHelios HD
The Helios HD has incredible full suspension which 
creates a seamless user experience, with a smoother and 
more relaxed ride. 
Featuring a heavy-duty motor and 26 stone weight 
capacity, it is the ultimate portable pavement scooter, 
perfect for tackling hills or rougher terrain. 
With fast and easy assembling and disassembling, it is ideal 
for those needing to transport the scooter. It features two 
charging points, one located on the tiller for quick and easy 
access and one on the battery pack itself for charging at a 
diff erent location. 
Its spacious footdeck and supportive deluxe adjustable seat 
ensure a luxurious driving experience. The Helios comes with 
a choice of pneumatic comfort or solid, puncture-proof tyres. 
There is a selection of added extras available which make the 
scooter truly unique. Choose from a powerful LED front light, a 
drinks holder and a USB charging port, allowing you to charge 
your phone while you drive. 
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